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A four-part online masterclass March to June 2022
From £250+VAT for DIN members Book 3 places, only pay for 2

New ways of
working
As the great hybrid working experiment rolls on, businesses are now having to
test out new ways of working to understand what is right for their organisation.
Technology solutions are being adopted and implemented at ever increasing
speeds. This is ramping up the pressure on organisations to re-skill and help
people learn at a much faster rate than they ever have.

Understanding
these factors and
how they impact
collectively on your
organisation is
crucial for both your
strategic planning
and operational
delivery.

The fundamental questions we need to consider are:
• What will the future of work look and feel like?
• What leadership skills are now redundant and no longer needed
and what new skills are needed?
• How do you measure productivity and effectiveness in a dispersed
business?
• How can leaders keep pace with the changes happening in the
workplace?
• What are the new issues to be tackled around organisational
culture and how do you go about addressing them?
• What role will technology play in rebuilding organisational
capability?
• How do you prevent your organisation from ‘running too hot’ and
identify signs of people and organisational wellbeing?
• What are the new big influences that will impact on people
leadership and culture beyond the pandemic?

Work Ahead!
To help leaders make sense of this new operating
environment and support development of your future
business strategy we have designed a series of four
interactive, masterclass sessions on the things you should
be doing now and exploring to transform your leadership
capabilities and organisational culture in 2022 and beyond.
Over the series of four sessions, we will;

• Explore the
influences and
complex moving
parts now
impacting your
business.

• Help you
navigate and
design your
strategic
direction.

• Include peer to
peer sharing
and learning.

• Understand
how this
impacts on your
organisation.

Session 1: From Automation to Zedonks: The forces shaping
the future of work
Dr Nicola Millard, Principal Innovation Partner,
BT for Global Business
Thursday 31 March · 10am to 11:30am
Automation was supposed to force the reshaping of the
future of work. Turns out it wasn’t technology, but a virus
which disrupted everything. The digital workplace is
changing and bringing significant implications for
employees, offices. As well as the skills people need in an
increasingly automated and remote, globalised workforce.
The highly respected and acclaimed Dr Nicola Millard,
BT Principal Innovation Partner gives us the benefit of her
extensive experience and research to help us think and
do differently to push our boundaries even further when it
comes to creating the physical and virtual environments
to that gives an edge.
This opening session will cover the forces that are shaping
the emerging digital workplace, based on research from
Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT), London
Business School, Cambridge University and Lancaster
University, as well as practical lessons from BT and firms in
many sectors across the world. It will also explore the hype
around ‘hybrid’ work, and how this impacts on the role and
purpose of physical workplaces.

Nicola Millard, Principal Innovation
Partner, BT for Global Business

Session 2: New Culture, New Leadership
Bruce Daisley Former VP Twitter and founder of Make Work
Better, Author, Podcaster
Wednesday 11 May · 10am to 11:30am
When we reflect on our favourite jobs, we normally
remember the people we worked with. The energy we got
from them and the inspiration they gave us. Over the last
two years, even if we nailed our results, many of us have
had to reflect whether work would ever feel the same.
This session will explore new culture and new leadership.
What it will take to develop a brilliant organisational
culture against the backdrop of new ways of working
which need rethinking and reinventing. We can’t keep
pulling out and tweaking the same leadership capability
requirements we always have. Leadership is as ever the
most influential element in culture development. In this
session we will explore
•
•
•
•
•

The key influences on culture
The impact of leadership in culture
Leadership capability for a new world
Adapting to a world moving faster than we can learn
How to improve our understanding of the world around
us and our decision making
• Learning to let go of those things which are now
irrelevant

Bruce Daisley, Former VP
Twitter, author and founder of
‘Make Work Better’

Session 3: Global Perspectives and Influences
David Smith Global Futures and Foresight
Tuesday 7 June · 10am to 11:30am
The world of work has never been more global. Over the
last two years we have all been grappling with the
immediate impact of Covid-19 on colleagues and
customers. This session will help us to look at wider
horizons. From the pandemic to technology what are the
key things shaping our future, and how can we respond to
these changes? Led by the world-renowned futurist
David Smith from Global Futures and Foresight he will
take us at pace through:
• The new and emerging mega trends that will
increasingly shape the world of work?
• How will these impact us and shape our strategic
thinking?
• Who is leading the way and how we can engage
these changing conditions for success?
Attendees will have to hold on tight as we will cover a lot
in a short space of time. Heavily rooted in research and
connecting with real life examples, David will help us get a
widescreen view of what is to come and what we should
be planning. Attendees will also get the opportunity to
quiz David to understand more about what this means for
their organisation.

David Smith,
EO Global Futures & Foresight

Session 4: Work Ahead and what this means for your
organisation
Helena Moore, DIN Associate & Programme Director
Wednesday 15 June · 10:30am to 12pm
Having explored all the challenges, drivers and
considerations about the future of work, what does this
mean for you as a leader and your organisation?
In this final ‘tear and share’ session you have the
opportunity to reflect on the key learning points from the
programme, discuss with peers your ideas and how you
plan to put them into action.
• Define the most impactful takeaways from the series.
•		Compare these against your current strategic direction
and position.
•		Highlight the key matches and mismatches and
identify actions to ensure your business strategies are
getting and keeping you fit for the work ahead.

Helena Moore, DIN Associate
Director & Programme Director

Work Ahead! Facilitators

David Smith

Dr Nicola Millard

EO Global Futures & Foresight

Principal Innovation Partner,
BT for Global Business

Keynote speaker, chair, futurist, strategist
and author. David uses views of the future
developed within Global Futures and
Foresight by their in-house research team
and by surveying their worldwide network
of future thinkers and business leaders.
His purpose is to inspire his audience to
embrace change and by so doing better
prepare for the future.

Once described as “human caffeine” on Twitter, Dr Nicola
Millard injects a positive, people-centred expresso shot
to innovation & future strategy. Half social scientist,
half technologist, all academic, she uses techniques
from disciplines such as design thinking, psychology,
anthropology, computing, & business consulting to
generate data, provocations and stories which can engage
& create conversations from the board room, to the front line.
No frothy coffee; just solid research.

David has spoken on TV and radio
throughout the world and his experience has
shown him the powerful impact that
glimpses of the future afford business and
government alike as they seek to achieve
their strategic goals. He has addressed over
480 conferences and events in 46 countries
across 5 continents.

In her long & varied career at BT Nicola has enjoyed many
roles including futurology, research, usability, customer service,
marketing & business consulting. She was involved with a
number of BT firsts, including the first application of artificial
intelligence into BT’s call centres, BT’s initial experiments with
home working, and helping to develop BT’s “net easy” score, a
new way of measuring customer experience. She currently looks
at innovation in both employee and customer experience.

Work Ahead! Facilitators

Bruce Daisley

Helena Moore

Former Twitter and YouTube exec
Bruce Daisley is the UK’s leading
expert on creating successful
workplace cultures - especially
in an era of hybrid working.
Bruce focusses on the lessons
of building cultures in a disrupted
world of work. Anyone excited
about this one can check out
Bruce’s work at his newsletter
‘Eat, Sleep, Work, Repeat’
or read his bestselling book
the Joy of Work.

Helena has 30 years experience in the social housing sector holding
director level posts in HR, organisational design & development,
transformation sponsorship, communications, and facilities. At Bromford
Housing and was part of a senior leadership team successfully building a
£257m annual turnover, building c1500 new homes a year managing
c44000 rented homes, employing c1800 colleagues and achieving cultural
alignment through a decade of four mergers and transformation

Former VP Twitter, author and founder
of ‘Make Work Better’

DIN Associate Director &
Programme Director

Helena was instrumental in delivering new workstyles and workspaces
across the business, developing a blended communications strategy to
increase engagement, evolving leadership capability to match new skills
needed to a new world and a colleague experience journey that was
centred on maturing relationships, personal responsibility and
collaborative practice
Since 2011, Helena has been involved in consultancy assignments
predominantly working with global innovation companies supporting
agendas around leadership development, cultural change and customer
experience across a number of sectors including pharmaceutical, utilities,
engineering and hospitality sectors. Helena’s strength is an ability to
bridge the gap between innovation and current reality.

Who should
attend?
These sessions are designed for leaders who are open to
thinking beyond the now and are looking to develop strategic
foresight for the creation of new people, leadership and
culture agendas including: Chief Executives, Executive
Directors, Transformation leaders, those working in people
and organisational development, and anyone tasked with
preparing business strategies for the future of the organisation.

Programme
Fees
DIN members:
£250 + VAT per place for all 4 sessions
Book 3 places, only pay for 2
Non-DIN members:
£400 + VAT per place for all 4 sessions
Book 3, only pay for 2

Book your place here:
For more information, please get in touch with
Helena Moore, DIN Associate by email at:
helena.moore@disruptiveinnovatorsnetwork.co.uk

disruptiveinnovatorsnetwork.co.uk
linkedin.com/company/disruptive-innovators-network
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